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No cash for a rainy day, garage sales, markets, grandkids, tooth fairy, piggy banks, 
pocket money, or family.

Notes and coins are crucial to prevent the exclusion of vulnerable groups like the 
elderly, low-income households, the homeless and those with disabilities, who may 
have less access to digital payment means. One-quarter of consumers would face 
major inconvenience or genuine hardship if they could no longer use cash.

1. Cash helps us stay within budget and prevents over spending

2. It promotes financial inclusion

3. Cash is there when technology fails – not everywhere accepts cards

4. Cash protects privacy

5. Cash makes it easier to be charitable – it makes tipping easier

6. It helps teach financial literacy

7. It’s great in an emergency

8. No Cash means all your transactions will be fully digital, traceable & controllable
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We have the power to keep cash. 

Put away your plastic cards 
and your phone and PAY CASH
Brought to you by: theaustraliaproject.org
tinyurl.com/StreetRepsAustralia
Only Freedom candidates will make this happen
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Want to help spread the word?  
Scan QR Code
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Once its gone, its GONE!! Once its gone, its GONE!!


